SECTOR SPOTLIGHT:
Q4 Report
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In line with the rest of the world, the economic
outlook in MENA remains soft, primarily, due to the
economic malaise that continues to plague Europe
and its overhang effect on the global financial markets
and major manufacturing and trading countries like
China, Korea, Japan, Singapore and India.
Fortunately, the economies of most MENA countries
have been sheltered by the oil and gas sector which
continues to be buoyant. During 2012, we have seen
most MENA countries progressing with investments
in oil and gas, infrastructure development and
economic growth to generate employment
opportunities for their youth, albeit with considerably
more realism than in the past years.
From a fiscal perspective, the tax authorities in
MENA countries are facing pressures to increase tax
collections to fund social programs and subsidies.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Scott Maras is Sales Director for ITG Worldwide. He has
primary responsibility for group client acquisition and
retention and the ITG team that supports this effort.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr Maras stated that all indicators point to continued
growth if accelerated growth for ITG. This means
clients from small to large are expected to continue
sending people outside their home country to engage
in any number of activities from global sales and
client service to major mergers, acquisitions, and
divestitures. The company expects continued doubledigit percentage growth in 2013.
One of several deals ITG is working on includes
providing benefits for an employee customer service
unit located outside the US that was sold by a
previous corporation and acquired by ITG’s client.
“We are creating a customised program that takes
into account the employees’ benefit expectations
and the acquiring company’s benefit philosophy
and budget allocation,” commented Mr Maras.
“We recognise our role in helping the client make a
smooth transition when such an acquisition takes
place. Often we can help overcome some potential
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Evangelos I. Lakatzis is a Partner at A. S. Papadimitriou &
Partners Law Firm and has participated as a legal advisor
in numerous M&A, private equity and other cross border
transactions.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A common element in private equity cases is that the
legal advisor must always take into consideration the
legal and commercial aspects of the deal in order to
offer legally safe – yet feasible – solutions. Obviously,
this requires theoretical background, knowledge
of business ethics, understanding of the deal and
creative thinking.
In terms of business during this last quarter, I think
that we have witnessed a case study of the adverse
effect created by a negative macro environment.
It is common knowledge that this period has been
extremely challenging for Greece; only six months
ago, a Grexit from Eurozone was not a theoretical
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In the light of the prevailing low corporate tax
rates, the tax authorities are adopting measures, to
introduce and enforce more complex tax laws and
regulations, to broaden the tax net and increase
compliance. These trends are likely to continue
through the coming year, 2013.

•

double tax treaty developments

Ernst & Young has the largest professionally qualified
and experienced tax specialists located Egypt, Iraq,
Kuwait, Libya, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and UAE.

Therefore, it is imperative for companies doing
business in the Middle East to remain well informed
of the changes in tax laws and practices as these
arise.
To help our clients stay well ahead, Ernst & Young is
continuing its efforts to engage closely with clients,
by providing on-the-ground quality tax advisory and
compliance services relating to
• dealing with subjective assessments of income
and expenses
• the changing outlook for deemed profit based
tax filings
• related party transactions
• changes in thin capitalization rules and transfer
pricing regulations and

negativity related to other aspects of the acquisition
by providing a superior benefit package compared
to what the employees had before.”
ITG Worldwide serves clients of all sizes. Mr Maras
noted that the company’s team dedicated to serving
individuals and families can sometimes deliver an
international travel plan in minutes, but most often
these cases can be done in one or two days.
“Individuals and smaller groups needing long-term
benefits can be done in several days or several weeks
depending on the size and complexity of risks,” he said.
“A few very large cases can take months to complete
from the initial conversations to final implementation.”
Mr Maras stated that ITG continues to see the most
promise delivering solutions to small-group forprofit clients.
“By this we mean organisations with between two
and 20 persons living and working outside their
home country for six months or more,” he explained.
“These organisations can make quick decisions
based on current economic factors and want a firm
that can move quickly with them.

discussion but a real possibility. During this time,
the political, financial and legal instability, together
with the results of recession and the turbulence
created in social level, have rendered Greece a rather
unattractive place to do business in.
However, great effort has been put to leave all
this behind. Firm political decisions and effected
legislative changes aim to reinstate an attractive
- investor friendly - business environment Of
course, the situation is not ideal: it takes effort and
sacrifices to implement changes that, under normal
circumstances, would require decades. That being
said, I think that the return of stability, together with
the radical reform and structural changes that are
being placed right now, will contribute to the reversal
of the negative effects on the Greek business sector.
Investment opportunities and prospects do exist in
Greece and it is anticipated that investors will focus
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“The international insurance and benefits business
is not immune to the ramifications of the US
Healthcare Reform law, but so far the impact is
not as great or as immediate as it is for benefits
professionals who deal entirely in the “domestic”
benefits space. And in some respects, the US law
is just one of many challenges we deal with when
we work across the world and the many dozens of
jurisdictions and compliance environments our
clients operate in,” he concluded.
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again on such (even now there are some significant
privatizations underway). This is the real comeback
and we are looking forward to it.
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